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OneLearn Global & Cyprus Marine and Maritime 
Institute Sign MoU to develop Collaboration  
 

Recently launched OneLearn Global and the Cyprus Marine and Maritime Institute 

(CMMI) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the aim of 

developing collaboration in the field of education & training, encompassing marine & 

offshore technology, marine robotics and maritime digitalisation. 

 

OneLearn Global, a member of the Fameline Holding Group based in Limassol, 

Cyprus, was created to deliver modern-day digital eLearning training solutions to serve 

the maritime, energy, hospitality and industrial sectors, providing an enormously 

effective and intuitive next-gen world class, Learning Management System (LMS), 

incorporating modern learning techniques. 

 

“Designed to deliver both an enhanced, engaging, yet personalised & intuitive, 

enjoyable learning experience through digitalisation, we truly see the CMMI as an 

effective and like-minded partner, who are clearly focused on driving sustainable blue 

growth through the needs of industry and society” said OneLearn Global senior advisor 

Nigel Cleave. 

 

Zacharias Siokouros, CEO of CMMI expressed his pleasure in signing the MOU 

stating, “I see real opportunities for cooperation between our two organizations and 

we are already exploring some specific joint endeavours with the team at OneLearn 

Global”. He further stressed that “CMMI remains committed to its aim to become a 

partner of choice for all relevant blue economy research and innovation activities at 

local, regional, European and global levels”. 
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About OneLearn Global 

OneLearn Global was created to provide digital training solutions to serve the 

maritime, energy, hospitality and industrial sectors and offers an enormously effective 

and intuitive next-gen Learning Management System (LMS), designed to deliver both 

an enhanced and engaging, yet personalised and intuitive, enjoyable learning 

experience through digitalisation. Headquartered in Cyprus, OneLearn Global is a 

proud member of the Fameline Holding Group, a truly diverse business entity 

comprising of over 50 companies actively engaged in the maritime, industrial, energy, 

exploration and healthcare sectors. FHG upholds one goal, namely, the establishment 

of relationships beyond contracts. 

 

About Cyprus Marine and Maritime Institute (CMMI) 

CMMI is an independent, international, scientific and business Centre of Excellence 

for Marine and Maritime Research and Innovation; established in 2019 following its 

selection for funding under the EU’s HORIZON 2020 Programme, Spreading 

Excellence and Widening Participation Call, after a three-year highly competitive 

evaluation process among approximately 200 proposals at EU level. It was awarded 

€30 million funding from the EU Commission and the Cyprus Government while 

additional funds will be provided by partners and industry and academia stakeholders 

mainly as in-kind contributions. CMMI aims to drive sustainable Blue Growth by 

undertaking Research and Development activities that will be guided by the needs of 

Industry and Society. 

  

https://fhg.global/

